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This article describes recent trends and activity

in institutional and retail capital flows to real estate investments, including the
implications for real estate investment management and private funds. The
commentary is based on the authors’ market experience, regular dialogue with
global investors, and findings from the 2013 Institutional Real Estate Allocations
Monitor, which was conducted by Cornell University’s Baker Program in Real
Estate and Hodes Weill & Associates, LP.1 Participants in the Allocations Monitor
included 198 institutional investors from 26 countries, representing total assets
under management exceeding $7 trillion and portfolio investments in real estate
totaling more than $400 billion. Not all participants in the Allocations Monitor
answered each question.
It is increasingly apparent that institutional and retail investors are poised to
allocate significant capital to new real estate investments.2 After several years of
volatile performance and an industry-wide slowdown in real estate investment
activity, investors have returned to the asset class in force. In the immediate
aftermath of the global financial crisis, many institutions suspended new investment activity for a period; for some institutions, this was due to overinvestment
relative to target allocations, caused in part by the “denominator effect,” and
a lack of realizations and distributions from existing holdings. However, it is
important to note that a significant majority of institutions maintained target
allocations to real estate. This was in contrast to the late 1980s and early 1990s,
when many institutions liquidated their real estate holdings following the poor
investment performance during that market correction. This suggests that real
estate has a permanent home in institutions’ portfolios and the pace of real estate investments may be poised to grow significantly over the coming decade.
Likewise, individual or retail investors have demonstrated substantial appetite
for real estate investments over the past several years.
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Overview of Capital Flows
Institutional Capital Flows
Institutions around the globe remain underinvested in real
estate relative to their target allocations, which is resulting in
greater capital flows to the sector. On average, institutions
currently have 8.8% of their portfolios invested in real estate.
Compared to an average target allocation of 9.8%, this implies
institutions are currently underinvested by an average of 97
bps, as noted in Exhibit 1. Institutions in the Americas have
the lowest target portfolio allocation to real estate and are the
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closest to their target allocation whereas institutions in Asia-Pacific have the second-highest target portfolio allocation to real
estate and are the most underinvested. We attribute this gap
in portfolio investments to a combination of factors, including
increases to previously existing target allocations, a slowdown
in investment activity over the past several years, new entrants
into the asset class, and the strong performance of other asset
classes, including public equities, fixed income, and alternatives (i.e., the “denominator effect”).
Applying the 97 bps of “underinvestment” to industry estimates of $60 to $80 trillion of global institutional assets under management would imply substantial “dry powder” for
new real estate investments over the coming years. Though
we recognize that these percentages are subject to substantial fluctuations, including as a result of the denominator
effect, these figures are directionally indicative of continued
momentum in the pace of institutional investments over the
next several years.
Future Allocation Trends
In 2014, overall target allocations to real estate are expected to
increase by an average of 52 bps, as noted in Exhibit 2. Institutions expecting to increase their target allocations in 2014 anticipate doing so by an average of 157 bps. Institutions in AsiaPacific and Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) are
more likely to increase their target allocations in 2014 than are
institutions in the Americas. Institutions located in Asia-Pacific
are expected to substantially increase their target allocations
by an average of 146 bps in 2014, which would result in their
having the highest portfolio allocation to real estate relative to
institutions in the Americas and EMEA. The pace of annual
investments should continue to accelerate well beyond 2014.
Retail Capital Flows
High-net-worth individuals (HNWI), often referred to as “retail” capital, have become an increasingly important capital
source for private real estate investments, including private
funds. We recently spoke with several of the leading private
wealth management systems that have been actively aggregating capital from HNWI for private real estate investments. In
aggregate, these private wealth systems raised and invested
several billion dollars of capital for real estate investments in
2013, and each expects demand for private real estate products to rise in 2014. One firm observed that 2013 was its most
active fund-raising year, with more than $750 million committed to real estate across several funds and that they expect
to exceed $1 billion of commitments in 2014. The minimum
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raise for the private banks was reported to be at least $100
million per product. Although the exact amount of capital
flows from HNWI into real estate funds is difficult to track, we
are aware of many examples of premier investment managers
raising in excess of $1 billion of capital from HNWI for their
flagship real estate funds over the past few years.
Based on our own experience, private investors continue to
allocate capital to real estate, including private funds. In one
instance of a $1+ billion private fund, approximately 35%
of the capital was sourced from HNWI, through direct relationships, and through a private wealth management system
within a large investment bank. In another $1+ billion fund,
more than 15% was sourced through a private wealth system.
In addition, private wealth management systems have delivered quite a bit of capital for investment managers to capitalize
direct real estate investments. Income-producing properties in
gateway cities are in high demand from HNWI. One European bank raised capital for several direct investments in 2013
as compared to only one real estate private fund, which was
offered because it provided exposure to an emerging market
otherwise not available directly. However, the domicile of the
capital sources may materially impact the nature of the capital
available, given tax considerations (e.g., FIRPTA). This has led
some private wealth management systems to offer their clients
more value-added direct opportunities that can withstand the
drag on returns from structuring issues.
Another area demonstrating retail demand for private real
estate investments is the non-traded REIT sector. Non-traded
REITs are typically positioned as lower-risk investment opportunities focused on returns from current income compared
to opportunity funds that generate a majority of their returns
through capital appreciation. “Non-traded REITs set a record
in 2013 by raising $19.6 billion, up from $10.3 billion in
2012,” according to Robert A. Stanger & Co., an investment
bank that specializes in direct investment securities.3
The volume of HNWI capital flows is only part of the story.
What is especially interesting to fund managers is that HNWI
are often willing to join initial or early fund closings, whereas
many institutional investors often defer committing to closedend private funds until much later in the fund-raising, which
can be 12 to 18 months after an initial closing. This early capital from HNWI allows fund managers to start making investments and build fund-raising momentum.

There are, however, important considerations for managers
accessing HNWI. A primary consideration is the administrative burden of managing capital for scores of HNWI. Aggregate capital from HNWI into “feeder” vehicles shifts certain
administrative tasks from the manager to the aggregator. However, managers have to consider the cost of raising the capital,
as the aggregators often charge the manager fees up to 2% of
capital raised. Further, as the investors remain clients of the
aggregator and are blind to the manager, the cost is borne by
the manager on each subsequent raise.
As demand for private investments on the part of individuals grows, more managers will likely position their businesses
to cater to retail capital.

Implications for Private Funds
And Structured Vehicles
As the pace of annual investment activity increased substantially in 2013, portfolio investment objectives were increasingly global, driving cross-border capital flows and investment
activity. Investments in real estate private funds have rebounded, indicating that investors are increasing their appetite for
risk in an effort to seek higher returns.
While investor preferences were primarily weighted toward
lower-risk core investments for several years following the
global financial crisis, pricing for high-grade core assets has
since recovered substantially, resulting in a reassessment of the
return potential for core strategies. As a result, many investors
in search of higher returns have turned their attention to valueadded and opportunistic strategies.
In addition, investors have expanded their investment horizons to international markets and strategies. North America
remains the preferred geography for investments, but not surprisingly, interest in UK- and Continental European–focused
strategies is growing, with an emphasis on distress. Investors
in Asia are most likely to invest outside their home region, followed by institutions in EMEA and then the Americas.
2013 Investment Activity
Investors were more actively allocating to real estate in 2013
than 2012, and we expect this trend to continue in 2014.
Sovereign wealth funds and family offices are expected to
be particularly active investors in real estate in the near term.
With natural resources (e.g., oil and gas) mined from the earth
daily and foreign-exchange reserves continuing to be substan-

3. Robbie Whelan, “Nontraded REITs Get Aggressive,” The Wall Street Journal, January 14, 2014.
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Exhibit 3: Investments in Real estate Private Funds, 2012 Versus 2013
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tial, sovereign wealth funds are actively seeking to invest their
significant capital flows. Many family offices are interested in
real estate to diversify fortunes earned in other industries (e.g.,
technology) and are attracted by the projected returns offered
relative to alternatives. Many endowments and foundations
suffered greatly in the global financial crisis and are expected
to be among the least active real estate investors in the near
term, on a relative basis. Private individuals are expected to
continue to grow their private real estate investments across
the risk-return spectrum.
Overall investment activity in real estate private funds
(REPFs) has increased substantially since 2012, with 60% of
institutions indicating that they would actively invest in REPFs
in 2013 as compared to 48% in 2012, as noted in Exhibit 3.
Approximately 35% of institutions planned to increase the
amount of capital invested in REPFs in 2013, while only 15%
expected to decrease their pace of investment in REPFs. Similarly, retail aggregators point to an acceleration in demand for
private funds in 2014. Based on this data as well as the almost
daily news headlines about fund closings (many of which
have been oversubscribed), we were not surprised to see 2013
fund-raising volume significantly higher than in 2012.
Cross-Border Capital Flows
Across the globe, investors have been actively allocating capital
to cross-border strategies. Although institutions and individuals have been most interested in making investments domestically, their appetite for international investments is on the rise.
In terms of target geographies for capital deployment, North
America is the preferred destination for institutions based in
Asia-Pacific, followed by the UK and Continental Europe, as
noted in Exhibit 4. Institutions in the Americas and EMEA
are most interested in target strategies focused on their home
markets, but they have appetite for strategies abroad. Demonstrating that the fear of a continued falling market and the
breakup of the euro zone have receded, institutional investors
have returned to the UK and Continental Europe as desired
geographies. They continue to exercise caution with respect to
emerging markets.
Risk-Return Objectives
For several years following the financial crisis, many investors had a strong preference for lower-risk strategies, including core and real estate securities. As pricing for core assets
has recovered, investors have been increasingly focused on
value-added and opportunistic strategies, as noted in Exhibit
5. Institutions in EMEA continue to prioritize core strategies,
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and institutions in the Americas and Asia-Pacific are con- Exhibit
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Conclusion
After several years of dislocation following the global finan- managers would be well-advised to position their platforms
cial crisis, institutional and retail investment in real estate is and reallocate resources to respond to the evolving objecexpected to grow over the next several years. Institutions tives of their clients. Finally, despite the purported demise
in particular remain significantly underinvested in the asset of real estate private funds, commitments to funds are reclass and continue to raise their target allocations. High-net- bounding as investors return to international programs and
worth individuals are also committing substantial capital to higher-return strategies. n
real estate, adding to the significant liquidity that is seeking
a “home.” The asset class continues to globalize with new David R. Hodes and Douglas M. Weill are Managing Partentrants from new regions, and institutions continue to shift ners, Adam D. Handwerker is a Principal, and Michael D.
portfolio investments to third-party managers. Investment Lisa is an Analyst at Hodes Weill & Associates, LP.
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